NORGREN IMI PRECISION ENGINEERING

**Air Line Division** – Compressed air line equipment. Filters, regulators and lubricators. Air dryers and accessories. Electro-pneumatic regulators.


**Fittings and Accessories** – “Push-in”, DOT and function fittings in inch and metric sizes. Pneumatic accessories.

**Valve Division** – Air control and directional valves. In-line, manifold and stackable configurations. Solenoid, proportional, mechanical and pilot operated. ISO and high flow poppet versions. Lock-out valves.

SCHUNK – Automation Components. High precision grippers. Rotary and linear actuators. Modular assembly and “pick & place” systems.


MONNIER, INC. – Heavy-duty filters, regulators and lubricators. Custom pneumatic solutions. Air-oil reservoirs.


BARKSDALE, INC. – Pressure and temperature switches. Pressure transducers. Directional control valves.

TRD MANUFACTURING, INC. A BIMBA COMPANY – NFPA pneumatic & hydraulic cylinders, unique Triple Rod cylinders, telescoping and multi-position cylinders, accessories and rod locks.


Also Representing: Alwitco, Camozzi, Marsh Bellofram, Fabco Air, Kip, Herion, Lexair, Midland Metal, Nason, Canfield Connector, Spartan Scientific
KOLLMORGEN – Motion systems and components for original equipment manufacturers. Automation Platforms, Motors, Drives, Linear Motion Systems, Gearheads.

YASKAWA – High performance Servo Motors, Drives, IEC Machine Controllers, and I/O (VIPA). Direct Drive Motors and Linear Servo Motors.


SCHUNK – Automation Components. High precision grippers. Rotary and linear actuators. Modular assembly and “pick & place” systems. HSB Automation’s linear slides, tables and gantry systems.

EATON CORP. – Control and automation equipment including contactors, starters, variable speed drives, photoelectric and proximity sensors, circuit breakers and push-buttons. Includes the Cutler-Hammer and Moeller product lines.

MTS TEMPOSONICS – Magnetostrictive transducers for high-precision position, velocity and liquid level applications.

UNITRONICS – PLC and HMI in one unit. Text or graphic, monochrome or color with a wide variety of discrete and analog I/O.

EMERSON – CONTROL TECHNIQUES – AC and DC variable speed drives, servo motors, amplifiers and controllers. Soft starters.

GAM – Gear Reducers, Servo couplings, Linear Mounting Kits, and other innovative products used in automation technology.

BAUMER, INC. – Encoders and measuring devices. Proximity, photo-electric and ultrasonic sensors.

GE INTELLIGENT PLATFORMS – Programmable logic controllers, remote I/O, operator interface panels, digital servo control products and SCADA software.

SMAC – Voice-coil actuators for sub-micron positioning featuring "Soft-Land" technology with force feedback.

MURRELEKTRONIK – Power supplies, I/O and cordsets for valves and sensors. Fieldbus I/O blocks and field wireable devices.

WITTENSTEIN/ALPHA – Precision planetary gear reducers for low-backlash servo motor applications.

Also Representing: Ametek, Apex, Beckhoff, Copley, Delta, Dunkermotoren, Galil, LinTech, Macron Dynamics, Moog Animatics, Nexen, Paletti, RBW, Schneider Electric, TR Electronics, Trio Motion, Tri-Tronics


GRACO/TRABON – Automatic and manual lubrication components and systems; including series progressive, single line injector and orifice control systems. Lubrication pumps, system controllers and displacement valves. Pumping and dispensing systems.

HYDRONIC CORP. – Air-driven hydraulic pumps and power packs. Intensifiers and boosters. High pressure systems and accessories.

OLAER – Bladder, piston and diaphragm accumulators and accessories. Screw pumps. Air to oil and water to oil heat exchangers.

KAWASAKI – Hydraulic piston pumps and motors. STAFFA high-torque radial piston motors. Hydrostatic drives.

BARKSDALE, INC. – Pressure, level and temperature switches. Pressure transducers. Directional control valves. "Level-Site" tank level indicators.

ENERPAC – Hydraulic clamping and work support components and systems. High pressure components.

CONCENTRIC/HALDEX/JOHN S. BARNES – Hydraulic gear pumps and motors. AC and DC power packs. Flow dividers.


PARKER HYDRAULICS – Hydraulic vane and piston pumps and motors. Directional, pressure and flow control valves. Accumulators and coolers. Hydraulic power units.

MARZOCCHI – Hydraulic gear pumps and motors. ELIKA helical gear pump for low noise and variable speed applications. Accessory valves.

Also Representing: Denison, Tobul, Thermal Transfer, Daman, LDI, Rego, Accumulators, Inc.